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Abstract
Reading plays a crucial role in cognitive processes, acting as the primary way in which people access and assimilate
information. However, the ability to effectively comprehend and understand text is significantly influenced by various
factors related to people and text types. We propose to study the reading easiness and comprehension of texts
through the eye-tracking technology, which tracks gaze and records eye movement during reading. We concentrate
on the study of eye-tracking measures related to fixations (average duration of fixations and number of fixations). The
experiments are performed on several types of texts (clinical cases, encyclopedia articles related to the medical
area, general-language texts, and simplified clinical cases). Eye-tracking measures are analysed quantitatively and
qualitatively to draw the reading patterns and analyse how the reading differs across the text types.
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1. Introduction

Reading plays a crucial role in cognitive processes,
acting as the primary way in which people access
and assimilate information (Wylie et al., 2018; K.
and Ismail, 2011). However, the ability to effectively
comprehend and understand text is significantly in-
fluenced by various factors, including a person’s
level of education, proficiency in the language of
the text, and general health (Aarsland et al., 2021;
Javourey Drevet et al., 2022; Gala et al., 2018;
Pandey et al., 2021). These elements can both
facilitate and impede the reading process by im-
pacting how information is processed and compre-
hended. Therefore, understanding the relationship
between these factors and reading comprehension
is essential for developing strategies to make infor-
mation more comprehensible and accessible to a
wider audiences.

In addition, text comprehension also varies con-
siderably depending on the text type, and is influ-
enced by key factors that interact with both reader
capabilities and text properties (Pugh et al., 2023;
Fulcher, 1997). Hence, in the medical area, sev-
eral types of texts can be distinguished, such as
scientific literature, drug inserts, patient leaflets,
clinical documents, clinical trial protocols, and en-
cyclopedia articles. In each case, the texts have
specific structure, expected recipients, and con-
tent (Zweigenbaum et al., 2001; Biber and Finegan,
1994). The reading and comprehension of the dif-
ferent text types may vary due to these different
reasons.

Eye-tracking technology provides possibility to
study the reading easiness through specific mea-
sures. Researchers employ eye-tracking, a tech-
nique that tracks gaze patterns and records eye

movements while reading, in different contexts. Eye
tracking provides objective measures of reading
behaviour such as saccade duration, fixation size,
pupil dilation and regression frequency (Rayner
et al., 1989; Ekstrand et al., 2021; Clifton et al.,
2007; Singh et al., 2016).

Longer fixation durations are often indicative of
increased cognitive effort, as individuals spend-
ing more time at a specific point likely face chal-
lenges in interpreting the information presented
(Just and Carpenter, 1980; Holmqvist et al., 2011;
Ozeri-Rotstain et al., 2020). Thanks to this tech-
nique, the past decade has witnessed considerable
advancements at the intersection of linguistics, cog-
nitive science, and computer science, enhancing
our understanding of cognitive processes, includ-
ing text readability and comprehension. One of
the known limitations of eye-tracking is that only
short spans of texts can be processed (Duchowski,
2007). Hence, eye-tracking permits to collect pre-
cise reading measures but requires to split the texts
into segments that fit the screen.

In our study, we aim to investigate the ease of
reading and comprehension of different types of
texts (medical and general-language). We employ
eye-tracking methodologies, which enable the ob-
servation of gaze behaviour and the recording of
eye movement data during the reading.

We hypothesise that eye-tracking measures can
identify the complexity of texts, highlighting techni-
cal passages and terms, that are difficult to read
and may require simplification. To investigate this
hypothesis, we conducted an experiment where
participants were exposed to four types of texts:
original clinical texts (clinical cases), medical texts
from Wikipedia, general-language texts, and sim-
plified clinical cases. Our objective is to compare



the average fixation duration and the number of
fixations across these text types to statistically dis-
cern their differences. As already indicated, this
experiment provides objective measures about the
complexity of texts and points out the content which
should be simplified.

In what follows, we first introduce the eye-
tracking technology and metrics in more detail (Sec-
tion 2). We then describe the data used in the exper-
iment (Section 3). Sections 4 and 5 are dedicated
to the presentation of the principles for statistical
analysis of eye-tracking measures related to fixa-
tion measures (the average fixation duration and
the number of fixations), and the obtained results.
Section 4 is focused on the analysis of each type
of texts individually, while Section 5 provides an
analysis across the types of texts making their com-
parison. A qualitative analysis of words that require
most readers’ attention is presented in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 is dedicated to the general conclu-
sion and outlines some directions for future work.

2. Fixations in Eye-Tracking

Eye-tracking provides several objective measures
collected during the reading process. Among them,
the measures related to fixations occupy an impor-
tant place.

Fixations, characterised by brief pauses during
reading, are pivotal for information processing, serv-
ing as indicators of cognitive engagement and in-
teraction with the text. Longer fixations often signal
processing difficulty or heightened interest, while
more frequent fixations may indicate the text’s chal-
lenging nature or its ability to engage the reader.
The average duration of an eye fixation on a word
during reading varies depending on several factors,
including the complexity of the text, the reader’s
familiarity with the content, and the purpose of read-
ing (Hyönä and Kaakinen, 2019).

However, in general, research in the field of eye
movement and reading suggests that the average
eye fixation duration on a word is approximately
200-250 milliseconds (ms) for adults reading texts
in their native language under normal conditions
(Rayner and Reingold, 2015; Rayner et al., 2006).
Hence, fixations tend to be longer for less common
or more complex words, as the reader may require
additional time to process the meaning of such
words. Conversely, familiar or highly predictable
words may receive shorter fixations, or even be
skipped entirely, as the reader’s brain can efficiently
predict their meaning based on context.

Figure 1 illustrates a visual representation of eye-
tracking data superimposed on a passage of a med-
ical case text. Each circle represents a fixation
point, where the number within the circle indicates
the sequential order of fixations, and the size of the

Figure 1: Example of fixations in a medical text.
Translation of the excerpt from the clinical case:
Clinical case. B.H, a 30-year-old female with no
particular pathological history, presented with symp-
toms for 5 months before her hospitalization, which
included dysuria, frequent urination with urinary
urgency, and burning sensations during urination.
These symptoms were later complicated by terminal
hematuria and left-sided lower back pain, progress-
ing in a context of no fever and maintained general
health. Additionally, the patient reported having
foul-smelling leukorrhea. The admission clinical
examination revealed through a combined vaginal
touch and abdominal palpation a firm, painful mass
palpated through the anterior vaginal wall, suggest-
ing a bladder tumor.

Figure 2: Example of fixations in a simplified clini-
cal case. Translation of the excerpt from the clin-
ical case: Clinical Case. Patient B.H. is 30 years
old. She has no particular past medical history.
For five months before her hospitalization, she re-
ported several health problems: dysuria (difficulty
urinating), pollakiuria (frequent urge to urinate), uri-
nary urgency (difficulty holding urine when the urge
comes), and micturition burns (burning sensations
when urinating). Subsequently, the patient noticed
bleeding and pain in the left side of her back (left
lumbar pain). Her overall health remained stable.
She did not have a fever. The patient also experi-
enced foul-smelling white discharge (fetid leukor-
rhea).

circle corresponds to the duration of the fixation:
the larger the circle, the longer the reader looked at



that point in the text. The lines connecting the cir-
cles show saccadic movements between fixations,
demonstrating the trajectory of the reader’s gaze as
the reader progresses through the text. In contrast,
Figure 2 displays the reading of a simplified version
of the clinical case, showing a more uniform spread
of colours with fewer fixations. This map of visual
attention allows us to determine which parts of the
text are subjected to deeper cognitive processing,
as indicated by the number and size of fixations.

3. Data and Experiment

For our experiment, we utilise a medical corpus in
French that includes the CLEAR corpus (Grabar
and Cardon, 2018) and a corpus with Clinical
Cases (Grabar et al., 2020). These corpora encom-
pass a variety of materials, such as articles from
Wikipedia, reviews, leaflets, and medical cases.

Clinical cases are detailed accounts of the symp-
toms, diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of an in-
dividual patient or a small group of patients. Their
content is close to clinical documents, such as dis-
charge summaries (Grabar et al., 2020). Hence,
clinical cases are rich in medical terminology. Ad-
ditionally, they may include a discussion of the ra-
tionale for treatment choices, making them com-
plex and rich in specialised information. Such texts
are invaluable for medical education and practice,
providing insight into the practical application of
theoretical knowledge in real-life scenarios. In the
context of our study, clinical case texts serve as
a key component of the corpus, providing a deep
immersion into medical scenarios that require sig-
nificant cognitive effort of patients and their families
to process and comprehend medical information
relevant to their health and care.

Overall, for the eye-tracking experiments, we
compiled a corpus of 16 texts. The texts are in
French. This collection was thoughtfully divided
into two distinct sets to ensure a balanced repre-
sentation of text types in each.

Specifically, Set 1 comprised one assortment of
texts, while Set 2 featured a different assortment,
with each set containing an equal mix of medical
texts, clinical cases, and ordinary texts to maintain
a uniform distribution of text complexity and subject
matter across both sets. We manually simplified
these texts, resulting in two variations for each text
within the sets: Version A and Version B. In Version
A, some texts were presented in their original form,
while others were simplified. Version B reversed
this configuration, providing a mirrored counterpart
to Version A in terms of which texts were simplified.
Participants in the study were assigned to read
texts from either Set 1 or Set 2, but not both, to
ensure focused exposure to a specific subset of
texts.

For the purpose of the work presented here, we
chose 8 texts with the aim to cover the variety of
the available medical text types (Table 1 indicates
the size of these texts):

• two clinical case texts, chosen for their com-
plexity and their specificity to the clinical con-
text. Indeed, the patients and their families of-
ten have to face such documents during their
healthcare process;

• two Wikipedia articles related to medical topics:
autopsy and erythema. These texts illustrate
medical information freely accessible to the
general public. As observed by researchers
and associations, general population look for
medical and health information online increas-
ingly frequently (Fox, 2014);

• two general-language texts about popcorn and
quince. They are provided from Wikipedia as
well. They are selected to illustrate general-
language topics and provide some contrast in
terms of content and lexical density by com-
parison with medical texts;

• the simplified versions of clinical cases. Since
the content of clinical cases is too technical
for common people, we manually simplified
these clinical cases to make their reading more
friendly. The simplification was done at lexi-
cal (lexical substitutions with synonyms, hy-
peronyms, hyponyms, definitions...), syntactic
(sentence structure modification) and semantic
(addition of contextual and semantic informa-
tion) levels.

Table 1: Text size
Text Category Nb words
Clinical Cases 534
Medical Encyclopedia Texts 1,594
General Encyclopedia Texts 1,545
Simplified Clinical Cases 630

As indicated, we created two sets of texts and,
in each set, there is a version A and a version B :

• version A contains text 1 in its original form,
text 2 in its simplified form, text 3 in its original
form, text 4 in its simplified form,

• version B contains text 1 in its simplified form,
text 2 in its original form, text 3 in its simplified
form, text 4 in its original form.

Hence, each person reads all the texts from a given
set in either original or simplified forms. Yet, in
this study, we analyze only the simplified versions
of clinical cases. As indicated above, due to the



screen size limitations (Duchowski, 2007), the texts
are divided into smaller segments.

The main purpose of this experiment is to collect
eye-tracking indications on text reading. In addition,
we also collect information on text understanding.
For this, comprehension questions are asked after
the reading of a given segment. The questions are
related to the segment the participants just read.
The possible answers to these questions are: True,
False, or I don’t know. In order to make the reading
as natural as possible, the questions are asked
only on some segments of text.

Participants read the texts using a Tobii Pro Spec-
trum eye-tracker, operating at 600 Hz.

For the experiment presented in this paper, we
analyse the results from two groups of 5 partici-
pants each, totaling 10 participants. These indi-
viduals are French-speaking with French as first
language, aged between 19 and 33 years, with no
medical education, and coming from various social
backgrounds, including students, PhD students,
and full-time employees. Each group is tasked
with reading texts of different types (clinical case,
medical text, general text, and a simplified medical
case), and sometimes answering the understand-
ing questions.

In this preliminary analysis, we selectively fo-
cused on eye movement data from ten participants
and specific text types to investigate characteristic
patterns of eye movements during reading. The
responses to comprehension questions from this
subset of participants were not considered in the
current analysis. This decision was made because
the primary goal of this phase was to examine eye
movement performance, and the limited sample
size precludes a comprehensive analysis of text
comprehension across the entire participant group
based on their responses to questions. At this
stage, we considered the comprehension ques-
tions mainly as active engagement with the text,
thus ensuring that the recorded eye movements
accurately reflect actual reading behaviour. It is im-
portant to note that this approach does not negate
the value of comprehension data. As we move
beyond this preliminary phase, we intend to con-
duct a more extensive analysis that includes eye
movement characteristics in conjunction with com-
prehension responses for all texts and participants.
This future analysis aims to offer deeper insights
into how text comprehension correlates with spe-
cific eye movement patterns.

In the two following sections, we present the anal-
ysis principles and the results first for each type of
texts individually (Section 4) and then across the
types of texts making their comparison (Section 5).
In addition, Section 6 concentrates on a qualita-
tive analysis of words that require most readers’
attention.

4. Statistical Analysis of Fixation
Measures

To describe the fixation measures in different text
types, and to infer the cognitive effort required to
process the text content, we analyse the fixation
metrics for four types of texts (clinical case, medical
text, general text, and simplified clinical case). For
each type of texts, the results are presented and
discussed across three lines: general statistical
analysis of fixation measures (Section 4); normality
test (Section 4.2) to assess the normality of the
data distribution and to define which further sta-
tistical tests can be applied; correlation of fixation
measures (Section 4.3).

4.1. Collected Values of Fixation
Measures

The collected average measures of the fixations
are summarised in two tables: Table 2 details the
average total duration of fixations, while Table 3
presents the average number of fixations for each
text type. We indicate information on Mean values,
the Standard deviation and Median values.

Table 2: Average Total Duration of Fixations Across
Text Types in ms

Text Category Mean SD Median
Clinical Case 395.89 328.25 307.8
Medical Text 359.29 239.37 321.8
General Text 323.78 239.95 271.9
S. Clinical Case 255.75 197.50 223.25

Table 3: Average Number of Fixations per Word
Text Category Mean SD Median
Clinical Case 1.83 1.33 1.5
Medical Text 1.62 0.97 1.4
General Text 1.54 0.99 1.4
S. Clinical Case 1.27 0.87 1.2

The average total duration of fixations (Table 2)
was the highest for clinical case texts, indicating
these require more time to process, likely due to
their complexity. In contrast, simplified clinical case
texts showed the shortest average duration, sug-
gesting that simplification effectively reduces cogni-
tive load. Similarly, the average number of fixations
(Table 3) followed a comparable pattern (clinical
cases show the highest number of fixations indicat-
ing that this type of texts require more attention),
further supporting the notion that text complexity
influences reading behaviour.

The standard deviation for both fixation duration
and number was notably higher in clinical case
texts, underscoring a variability in complexity within



this category. Indeed, clinical cases typically con-
tain technical terms (dysuria, hematuria, leukor-
rhea...) aside more common words with medical
meaning (pathological, symptoms, hospitalization,
urgency, burning...) or not (female, sensation, fre-
quent, combined...). This variability was less pro-
nounced in the simplified texts, indicating a more
consistent level of difficulty.

The two other types of text (medical and general
language encyclopedia articles) show intermedi-
ate values. Yet, it is worth to notice that general
language texts show high SD values.

4.2. Normality Test
We apply the normality Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro
and Wilk, 1965) to assess the normality of the data
distribution. Understanding whether our data con-
form to a normal distribution is necessary to deter-
mine the most appropriate further statistical tests.

After conducting the Shapiro-Wilk test, the data
for both number and duration of fixations across
all text categories yielded p-values very close to
0, decisively indicating their non-normal distribu-
tions. This result is consistent across the diverse
text types examined (clinical case, encyclopedia
medical text, general text, and simplified clinical
case) highlighting significant variability in fixation
metrics that could be attributed to differences in
syntactic and lexical density. The anticipation of
such variability, given the distinct characteristics
of each text type, underscores the complexity of
the cognitive processes involved in text reading
and comprehension. We included the mean mea-
sure in our analysis to provide a central tendency of
eye-tracking measures, revealing how text complex-
ity affects reader engagement. Despite the non-
normal distribution of the data, the mean values il-
lustrate the general reading behaviour across differ-
ent text types (Tables 2 and 3), highlighting longer
and more frequent fixations on complex texts, such
as clinical cases. The median offers a more accu-
rate reflection of central tendency than the mean,
as it is less influenced by extreme values. There-
fore, focusing on the median provides a clearer un-
derstanding of the typical reader engagement and
comprehension levels across different text types.

4.3. Correlation of Fixation Measures
After establishing that the fixation data, both dura-
tion and number, do not follow a normal distribution
across the various text types, we next explore the re-
lationship between these two metrics. Understand-
ing the correlation between average total duration
of fixations and average number of fixations can
offer deeper insights into how text complexity influ-
ences reading behaviour. Given the non-normal
distribution of our data, we employ Spearman’s

rank correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904; Zar,
2005), a non-parametric measure that assesses the
strength and direction of association between two
ranked variables. This test is particularly suitable
for our dataset given its observed non-normality.

The purpose is to verify whether a higher number
of fixations correlates with longer total durations,
suggesting more cognitive effort or processing time,
in different types of texts. Such an analysis is cru-
cial for understanding the nuances of reading pat-
terns and how textual characteristics impact reader
engagement and comprehension. Hence, employ-
ing this test, we analyse the correlation between
average total duration of fixations and average num-
ber of fixations within each of the four text types.

Table 4: Spearman’s Correlation Coefficients and
P-values for Different Text Types

Text Type Correl. Coeff. P-value
Clinical Case 0.971 < 0.001
Medical Text 0.903 < 0.001
General Text 0.955 < 0.001
S. Clinical Case 0.968 < 0.001

Table 4 presents the Spearman’s correlation co-
efficients and p-values for different text types, in-
dicating a consistently strong positive correlation
between the average total duration of fixations and
the average number of fixations. These results sug-
gest a robust relationship across all text types: in-
creased fixation duration is associated with a higher
number of fixations, reflecting varying levels of text
complexity and cognitive engagement of readers.

5. Statistical Comparison between
the Types of Texts

To determine whether significant differences exist
across the text types in terms of fixation duration
and frequency, we apply the Kruskal-Wallis test
(Kruskal and Wallis, 1952). The analysis for aver-
age total duration of fixations yielded a test statistic
of 85.137, with a corresponding p-value near 0.001.
This indicates significant differences between the
text types. Similarly, for average number of fixa-
tions, the test statistic was 55.191, with a p-value
near 0.001, further confirming significant disparities
between the text types.

Hence, we further apply the Dunn’s post-hoc test
(Dunn, 1961) to specify which text types differ sig-
nificantly in fixation duration and frequency. This
analysis facilitates pairwise comparisons between
text types, elucidating the specific nature of the dif-
ferences indicated by the Kruskal-Wallis test. We
first present and discuss the findings for the aver-
age duration of fixations (Section 5.1) and then for
the average number of fixations (Section 5.2).



Figure 3: Boxplot of Average Total Duration of Fixations Across Text Types.

5.1. Average Total Duration of Fixations

Table 5: Post-hoc Dunn’s Test Results for Average
Total Duration of Fixations. The following text types
are indicated: CC (clinical case), SCC (simplified
clinical case), MT (medical text), and GT (general
text).

Text Pairs for Comparison P-value
CC vs. SCC 2.61× 10−11

CC vs. GT 0.009975
CC vs. MT 1.000
SCC vs. GT 1.84× 10−6

SCC vs. MT 2.49× 10−17

GT vs. MT 0.000035

As demonstrated in Table 5, the Post-hoc Dunn’s
test reveals a statistically significant variation in
the average total duration of fixations across differ-
ent types of texts. Specifically, a Post-hoc Dunn’s
test highlights a notable difference between clinical
case texts and their simplified versions (p = 2.61×
10−11), indicating that text simplification leads to a
measurable reduction in cognitive load. This is fur-
ther supported by comparisons between simplified
clinical case texts against general (p = 1.84×10−6)
and medical texts (p = 2.49 × 10−17), suggesting
that simplified texts are read and comprehended
more efficiently by readers.

Interestingly, no significant difference is found
between clinical case and medical texts (p = 1.0),
which suggests a comparable level of complexity
from a cognitive load perspective. This observation
is crucial for understanding the nuances of text
engagement and comprehension, reinforcing the
importance of text types for cognitive processing.

In Figure 3 the plot illustrates the distribution of
average fixation durations across four categories of

texts. The central line in each box represents the
median duration, while the top and bottom edges
of the box delineate the third and first quartiles, re-
spectively. We can observe that the texts present
an increasing difficulty starting with simplified clini-
cal case, going through general-language text, then
up to medical text and clinical case. From this box-
plot, it is evident that the simplified clinical text has
the lowest range of fixation durations as measured
by eye-tracking characteristics, followed by general
text. Medical text exhibits higher fixation durations,
and clinical case texts have the highest, indicating
a trend of increasing fixation duration across the
complexity of the text types.

5.2. Average Number of Fixations

Table 6: Post-hoc Dunn’s Test Results for Average
Number of Fixations. The following text types are
indicated: CC (clinical case), SCC (simplified clini-
cal case), MT (medical text), and GT (general text).

Text Pairs for Comparison P-value
CC vs. SCC 3.99× 10−10

CC vs. GT 0.01323
CC vs. MT 1.000
SCC vs. GT 1.38× 10−5

SCC vs. MT 2.85× 10−10

GT vs.MT 0.112714

Similarly, the average number of fixations across
text types indicates significant disparities, reinforc-
ing the insights gained from the analysis of fixation
durations. The Post-hoc Dunn’s test results (Table
6) demonstrate a significant reduction in fixations
when comparing clinical case texts with their sim-
plified counterparts (p = 3.99× 10−10), underlining



the effectiveness of simplification in enhancing text
accessibility.

Furthermore, while general and medical texts
exhibit no significant difference in the number of
fixations (p = 0.112714), the distinct contrast with
simplified clinical case texts emphasises the im-
pact of simplification on reader engagement and
cognitive effort. Taken together, these results high-
light the potential of targeted text simplification to
improve their comprehension and accessibility, es-
pecially for non-expert readers who are exposed to
complex medical content.

6. Analysis of Words that Require
Most Readers’ Attention

We propose an analysis of words with the longest
fixation durations and the highest number of fix-
ations across the four types of texts (Tables 7 to
10). For 8 to 10 top-words, we indicate the average
duration of fixations and the average number of
fixations.

Table 7: Top Words by Average Total Duration (ms)
and Number of Fixations in Clinical Case Texts

Words Avg. Dur. Avg. Nb
urétéro-hydronéphrose 2322.4 9.6
immunohistochimique 1954.2 9.2
impériosité 1780.8 6.0
vésicoacétabulaire 1748.2 7.2
pollakiurie 1617.6 5.6
leucorrhées 1486.0 5.4
latéro-trégonale 1428.0 6.8
cystoscopie 1267.2 5.4
extrapéritonisation 1242.0 5.0
47/48/52 mm 1164.4 5.0

Table 8: Top Words by Average Total Duration (ms)
and Number of Fixations in Medical Texts

Words Avg. Dur. Avg. Nb
télangiectasie 1936.8 7.6
n°2011-525 1852.4 6.8
d’anatomo-pathologie 1820.0 7.4
«médico-hospitalière» 1637.8 6.4
anatomo-pathologiques 1512.8 6.6
1335-11 1487.0 4.6
ataxie-télangiectasie, 1423.8 6.4
spécialistes 1376.4 6.0
polypathologies 1316.4 4.6
scarlatiniformes 1256.0 5.2

In Tables 7 and 8, we can observe that words
with the longest average total duration of fixations
in medical texts are predominantly medical terms
(immunohistochimique, vésicoacétabulaire, ataxie-
télangiectasie...). Moreover, there is a noticeable

overlap between words with the highest number
of fixations and those with the longest fixation du-
rations, indicating again a correlation between the
complexity of medical terms and the cognitive effort
required for their processing.

Table 9: Top Words by Average Total Duration in
ms and Number of Fixations in General Texts

Words Avg. Dur. Avg. Nb
2-méthyle-2-butenoate 2337.6 9.8
proanthocyanidols 2017.8 8.6
anthocyanidols 1616.4 6.2
(sclérenchymateuses) 1576.0 5.8
Aromatnaya 1515.6 6.2
Balkans 1321.2 5.6
fabrique 1258.4 3.6
cuisson 1212.8 4.6

Table 9 demonstrates similar information for
general-language text. Here, complex chemical
names, such as 2-méthyle-2-butenoate and proan-
thocyanidols (chemical substances contained in
quince) attract the gaze of readers and show the
highest fixation durations and frequencies when
reading the general text. This suggests that these
terms pose a cognitive challenge to readers, de-
spite being part of general texts. They may also
be the cause of the high standard deviation in this
type of texts, where they neighbour common and
frequent words (Section 4.1). Besides, the fixation
data reveal that even non-medical, general texts
may contain words that necessitate significant cog-
nitive effort to be processed.

Table 10: Top Words by Average Total Duration
(ms) and Number of Fixations in Simplified Clinical
Case Texts

Words Avg. Dur. Avg. Nb
vésicoacétabulaire 1745.00 6.20
Staphylococcus 1052.40 4.80
(cystoscopie) 963.40 4.60
pollakiurie 956.25 3.5
(tomodensitométrie) 916.50 4.50
cystoscopie) 883.00 4.75
(intraveineuse) 810.00 3.60
d’orthopédie 759.40 3.80
(aminoside) 758.80 2.8
dysurie 727.75 3.50

Finally, Table 10 shows words from the simplified
clinical cases, highlighting that medical terms, often
enclosed in brackets and explained with simpler
language, significantly reduce both the duration
of fixations and the number of fixations per word
when compared to the fixation values observed on
original clinical case texts. This reduction indicates
that simplification efforts effectively lower the cog-
nitive load required to comprehend these medical



terms and that the comprehension is helped by the
context.

These findings collectively underscore the influ-
ence of text types on reader engagement and cog-
nitive processing. Indeed, the proposed qualitative
and quantitative analysis of eye-tracking measures
indicates the complexity elements and zones within
the analysed texts.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose an experiment using eye-
tracking technology with the purpose of revealing
text complexity and the inherent cognitive load it
presents to readers. Four text types are considered:
clinical cases, encyclopedia medical texts, encyclo-
pedia general texts, and manually simplified clinical
cases. These texts are read by 10 people. The
collected eye-tracking measures related to fixations
are analysed. We perform quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis. The normality statistical test shows
that the fixation values do not have a normal dis-
tribution, which means that the reading difficulty is
uneven. This also suggests the complexity of cog-
nitive processed involved in text reading. Further
quantitative analysis with different statistical tests
indicates that the text types significantly impact
the reading easiness, as testified by the fixation
measures (duration of fixations and their number):
in our experiment, (1) clinical cases are the most
difficult to read, (2) they are followed by medical
and general language encyclopedia articles, (3)
while the simplified version of clinical cases eases
a lot the reading process. The statistical analysis
also indicates that duration of fixations and their
number are correlated: complex words usually re-
quire longer fixations and their number is higher.
Such words need a stringer cognitive effort. In-
terestingly, this quantitative analysis indicates that
clinical cases present the highest difficulty, yet the
simplification of clinical cases makes these texts
much easier to read and comprehend. As for the
qualitative analysis, we presented top-words which
require the most attention from readers in each
type of texts. These words usually correspond to
technical medical terms.

These measures from eye-tracking records
across various text types can be utilised to detect
the complexity zones within these texts. Besides,
such an eye-tracking annotation of texts can be
used to train a language model, thus enabling the
automatic prediction of reading patterns for texts
of different types. This is one of our objectives for
future. Other objectives are related to the collection
of eye-tracking measures from more people and
on more texts.

8. Ethical Considerations and
Limitations
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compliance with the European General Data Pro-
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research are anonymized to protect participant pri-
vacy and are accessible only by the designated
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the highest standards of data protection and partic-
ipant rights.
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